
“Life is what happens when you are busy making other plans.” John Lennon

It all goes by so quickly, one day my daughters were little girls and the next they (we) were navigating 
SAT’s, ACT’s, the common application and the dreaded personal essay.  But while my daughters were 
seeing the light at the end of their tunnel, all I could see was a freight train of choices, timelines, 
decisions, costs and expected family contributions coming at me full speed.  The fact that I was able 
to navigate all this while my daughters were suffering from senioritis was one of my great 
accomplishments! It also helped that I was familiar with the financial side of the picture and had 
planned well ahead for the costs.


College Costs – Rising Faster Than Wages 

The truth is that no one in the middle class is really prepared for the tuition 
bill. College costs can be daunting and easily summed up by this Forbes 
article titled, “The Price of College is Increasing Almost Eight Times Faster 
than Wages”. According to the College Board, the average four-year 
tuition and fee prices range from $8,600 at bachelor’s colleges and 
$8,850 at master’s institutions to $11,120 at doctoral universities.  
Averaged published prices for these types of institutions in the private 
nonprofit are $34,920, $30,450 and $44,020 respectively. *


Seventy percent of today’s college students graduate with a significant amount of student loans.  
According to the Federal Reserve, the average graduating student has $37,172 in student debt with a 
monthly payment of approximately $400.  Obviously, no parent wants to see their child have to start 
off with a $400 or more monthly payment. Unfortunately, many parents end up choosing to 
compromise their financial security by withdrawing from their retirement or by taking on debt that 
they’re unable to handle.  According to TransUnion the fastest growing segment of the population for 
student loan debt are borrowers over age 60.


Grandparents Stepping In to Help 

As college costs continue to climb, the trend for grandparents to step in and help is accelerating.** 
This trend is expected to grow as baby boomers become grandparents. For this generation being 
able to help brings tremendous satisfaction. However, there is a right and wrong way to do this so as 
not to jeopardize any financial aid package. As a financial advisor, a parent and a son whose mother 
was at the beginning of her decline, we were able to use the 529 College Saving Plans to allow my 
mother to contribute to her grandchildren’s future.  This was so important to her and so meaningful 
for us as a family. There are right ways and wrong ways to do this. This is an area I know very well 
and in which I can be a solid resource for clients.
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An Added Complication for the Sandwich Generation 

But like many of you, I had one more complication; I was also helping to care for an aging parent. I 
remember this time so vividly.  The pride and joy of seeing your child graduate high school with the 
mixed emotions of their beloved grandmother being too ill to celebrate with them. As mentioned above, 
we were able to allow her to contribute to her grandchildren’s futures.


And that complication can be more than just emotional, it may have a lot of impact on personal finance 
as well.  The stress of being in the middle, being part of the “sandwich generation” can be very tough.  
This is quite common since nearly half (47 percent) of adults in their 40s and 50s have a parent age 65 
or older, while they are either raising a young child or financially supporting a grown child (age 18 or 
older), according to the Pew Research Center. 


It is at this point that many people make a decision to stop putting money away for their retirement to 
cover college expenses.  I am here to tell you that that is a very bad decision.


Make Your Retirement a Priority 

The National Retirement Risk Index from the Center for Retirement Research at Boston College found 
that over half of working-age households are at risk of not being able to fully meet their retirement 
income needs. That’s why it is critical to take care of your retirement first. Keep saving, don’t use 
retirement funds or designated funds to pay for college.


I know it is easy to rationalize putting our children and our parents first, but it is not the wise thing to do.  
But there are things you can do to make this easier.  Have a family conversation to brainstorm and look 
at different ways to reduce the costs.


Here are some ideas: 
• Reduce tuition by considering state schools or doing the first two years at a community college

• Be realistic with your children about what you can afford (this may not match what your “family 

contribution” number may be)

•  If your children are younger, consider the prepaid 529 or 529 college savings plans

•  Help your children take student loans, but be realistic about the amount of debt they take on

•  Let your children be part of the solution, it’s a great step toward adulthood.  That’s the goal, right?


Almost There! 

My family is currently half way through the college years with one daughter graduating in May, while the 
other two are college sophomores. We have had the same dilemma you do in choosing between 
retirement and college. We chose to increase retirement contributions instead of withdrawing from them 
or stop contributing.  With a combination of savings and income, we’re on track for paying 75% of the 
total college cost and my daughters will have to pay the remaining 25% through their student loans.  

Paying for college is one of the biggest financial challenges for families especially for those who started 
late, and it is becoming a true “family affair”. To help families manage the cost of college we will be 
announcing local workshops later this year.  


Stay Tuned for Information On The Potter Financial Group’s  
“Paying for College” Workshops 

*The CollegeBoard.com ; Average Published Undergraduate Charges by Sector and by Carnegie Classification, 2018-2019

** Wright Pratt Credit Union, “How Grandparents are Helping Pay for College”; wpcu.cusonet.com
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Do You Have Aging Parents? 
Are You Prepared for a Possible Crisis? 

Imagine this:  It’s 2:00 AM and you are sound asleep or you’re out to dinner on Saturday night and you get a 
call from the emergency room – your mother has fallen or your dad got lost going to the store.  Now what do 
you do?


It could be anything.  A pot that was forgotten on the stove.  Bills that were not paid. Doctor appointments 
missed.  Suddenly you are faced with the fact that your parents need more help and now you suddenly have 
to cope with a myriad of things that need to be done quickly. That includes important information you will 
need to have immediately. 


What to do first in a caregiving crisis.


An event like those above quickly reveals how little we may be prepared 
and how much we don’t know.  At a time when family emotions are running 
high, important questions need to be addressed speedily: Who is 
monitoring moms’ health and medical care?  Are we certain that dad put in 
place the legal documents that will allow future health decisions to be made 
on his behalf?   Does mom have the finances in place to pay for what’s 
needed?  And, what happens if dad and/or mom can no longer stay at 
home?  


When it comes to caregiving there are a lot of issues and questions to 
confront.  But it is important to focus on the most critical issues first which 
are:


1.  Ensure your loved one is being cared for and the lines of communication  
      are open. 

This means making sure your parents are getting the care they need.  Ask the following questions, adapted 
from “Returning Home,” a nice guide from Home Instead Senior Care (homeinstead.com), a home health 
care provider:


• What is your parent’s current condition?  What are the short and long-term prognoses?

• What are the future warning signs that help is needed?

• What condition will your parent be in when released?

• What type of equipment and care will be needed at home?


2.  Address legal issues around incapacity.  


During a crisis time is of the essence and things can change rapidly.  Quickly check with your parents’ 
attorney regarding who can make medical and financial decisions if they become incapacitated.  It is 
important to make sure they have designated a health care agent via a health care power of attorney.  This 
document allows the agent to make health care decisions anytime someone loses the ability to make 
medical decisions for him or herself.


Of course, it is better if you know before a crisis occurs if your parent has created a health care proxy (as 
well as wills, trusts, etc.). Contact an estate planning attorney, about the health care proxy, they are 
inexpensive and simple documents to prepare.


I highly recommend using the Five Wishes brochure that you can download from https://fivewishes.org.  I 
used this with my mom to fully understand what was important to her if hospitalized and at the end of her 
life.  I felt that the Five Wishes took a lot of the legal jargon out of the discussion and she was better 
prepared for the meeting with her attorney. 
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3.  Prepare to receive your loved one after hospital discharge.  


Talk with hospital social workers and elder care managers to understand 
the next steps of recovery.  Ask questions like what will insurance cover, 
what are the options for care when he leaves the hospital, what type of 
help and equipment will he need at home?


It’s important to make sure your loved one is returning to a safe home.  
The first 30 days after discharge are the most dangerous!  One in five 
Medicare patients are readmitted within the first 30 days of discharge.  
Examine the house and make sure it is well stocked with food and 
personal necessities.  Also understand the kind of assistance needed and 
whether your parent can be left alone.


4.  Plan for long-term care financially and practically.  


This is the time when the entire caregiving team, including your 
parents, should sit down and discusses the future.  It’s important to 
know what your parent wants and wishes.  Questions like where do 
they want to live, what types of activities do they need help with, 
what is the budget and who on the team is available and willing to 
be a caregiver?


In order to assess the financial implications, it is strongly 
recommended that you consult with your parent’s financial advisor 
or find one.  This can allow the family to know what kind of 
insurance benefits and financial resources are available to pay for 
care.  In addition, a financial advisor can help you model the costs of 
care to determine strategies that can help make available resources 
last as long as possible.


5.  There’s a lot to learn – it’s best to be prepared.  Call me to help. 

During a crisis there is a lot to deal with and learn.  The best plan is to be prepared ahead of time.  I was 
the lead in our family’s caregiving plan for our mother, I truly understand all the emotional and practical 
issues surrounding this time in our and our parents’ lives. Because of my personal experience, I want to 
help other families going through this challenging time by offering a free personal, professional one-hour 
consultation about what to do, either in a crisis or just to get prepared. You will leave with a specific 
step-by-step checklist for your family’s caregiving plan. To schedule your meeting call 919-383-7421 x 
104.


Most important, take care of yourself. You can’t go through this alone.  

This is especially true if you are also caring for an aging parent as well as teenage and college age 
children.  If you become physically or emotionally ill, medical costs and lost wages will affect your 
savings.  Get the exercise you need, eat a healthy diet, talk to a professional therapist when life seems 
out of control and stay engaged with your support networks. 




  1816 Front St., Ste. 220,  
Durham, NC 27705 

800-545-5830 x 
chipro@potterfinancialgroup.com 

www.potterfinancialgroup.com

Securities and advisory services offered through Commonwealth Financial Network®, member FINRA/SIPC, a Registered Investment Advisor.  
Fixed insurance products and services offered through CES Insurance Agency or the Potter Financial Group. Nothing contained herein should be 
construed as tax or legal advice, and should not be relied upon for such.  

Please share this newsletter with friends and colleagues who may be interested in this information.  

                           Chip’s Pro Tips: 
                 The Social Security Tax Trap

Meet Bill Who Loves Going To Concerts 
• Bill is 67 years old and he has recently retired

• His taxable income of $42,675 puts him in the 22% tax bracket

• This includes $38,000 in IRA income plus $25,000 in Social Security 

benefits

• Bill plans to withdraw an extra $1000 from his IRA to pay for a live concert 

road trip 


Question:   
How much will Bill have to pay in additional taxes on the extra $1000 he took 
from his IRA?


Answer:

If Bill’s taxable income is $42,675, which puts him squarely in the middle of 
the 22% bracket then the extra $1,000 of income should cost Bill $220, 
right?  WRONG!  Bill’s CPA explains that he will owe $407* in tax – a 40.7% 
tax rate on the extra income! 


Tax Traps 
How can that be?  Because of the unique formulas taxing Social Security 
benefits, Bill got caught in the Social Security tax trap. This trap can cause 
Social Security benefits to go from being completely tax-free to as high as 
85% taxable.*


Thanks to the madness of our tax code for every additional dollar of taxable 
income, Bill must add an additional $0.85 of taxable Social Security benefits.

Bill’s concert trip illustrates just how different and complex tax planning in 
retirement can be!


Always consult a tax professional before taking action.

*Horsesmouth Savvy Tax Planning, Jeffrey Levine, CPA/PFS
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